April 12, 2012
GVRC Board Meeting
6:15 p.m.
Present: Liz, Sam, Derek, Mechelle, Joyce and Bert
Membership: 60 members have paid as of now. Mechelle has sent postcards to
members that have no email. Email updates were sent in bulk reminders via email.
Maintenance: Liz received a bill for an additional 3000 from Joe Zink that we were not
aware of for the baby pool. Bill was given to Derek to investigate further. The baby
pool is done. Dave Brill says the pool does not need painted at the time but could be
acid washed. We decided if we are taking care of the water we don't need to mess
with the power washing. Derek received a quote regarding filters. Rick Hunter the
plumber suggested a new water softener. Derek suggests we hold off until we decide
what we are doing with our water supply. Derek suggested getting a water test to test
both wells to see which well would be the best one to use. The pump is ready to be
installed by Dave Brill. The valves need to be replaced. Joyce talked about the
difference between getting a new system versus getting water brought in from the city
of Dayton. Each could cost around $8000. Sam suggested instead that we shock the
pool and get the system that disinfects. Liz pointed out that that we do not have time
to get a new system since we need to start filling in two weeks. . Mechelle made the
motion to wait on the new pump for next year. It was seconded by Joyce. It was
unanimously approved. The pump is ready to be installed by Dave Brill.
Pool: Sam is waiting on a quote from the beach water park. Lowes can give us
commercial grade loungers at $126 each and we can get them in 2 weeks.
Sanck Bar: Home City ice can deliver ice. Joyce suggested turning ice machine on as
a cooler.
Finance: Amanda gave us an itemized list of how much we have with a projection of
what we will pay to run the pool this summer.
The meeting was adjourned at 6:55 p.m.

